
GSA Senate Meeting

Date: 4 December 2016
Location: Lorton Hall 207

Quorum has been met, but we will not be voting today. 
Call to Order:

First: Paul, Anthro
Second: Pedro, Chem E

Agenda Summary:
Officers Reports
Pedro Report

Previous Meeting Minutes:
All approve

Officers’ Reports:
President:

Graduation celebration (D. Culp only Senator present graduating)
appetizers
coffee and tea
cash bar
both for those graduating and those who just want to celebrate a milestone—

please send to Molly or grad-sa email
going to get a flyer thru email, make sure your department, professors, etc. know 

what is going on
Vision for next semester

feel like this semester was a learning process.
feel it would be helpful if GSA had a mission statement going into to 2017

to focus our programing 
better communication
[insert full mission statement]
when we say advocacy, we mean the historical link between GSA and the 
grad school and at the students
interdisciplinary is purposeful socialness

we’ll be presenting this to the Dean and will open it to the floor for voting net semester
Questions, Comment?  None
Senate next semester

new permanent committees events, allocations, ADP
smaller as needed by laws, happy hour, international students*
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international to be a bridge led by international students for international 
students
by laws, just going through and seeing what needs to be chaged, 
amended, etc.

don’t worry if this feels like a lot, we’re using these to utilize your time better
going to come up with actual mission statements for each committee by next 
semester

VP:
Your responsibilities are important
You need to want to be here and help out
It might be more time, but likely not 

instead it will be more organized
You are a representative of your department
You also represent GSA to your department
You are to make sure everyone knows what is going on, how to fill out forms, and keep 
everyone abreast on both ends 
New: every single senator needs to be on one of the new committees
Senate Meeting Dates for next semester:

January 29
Feb 12
Feb ?
March 5
April

Questions?
Colloquium committee involvement?
Molly: that will likely not count as it is external (led by Nadia). But you all will get 
to vote on that so maybe it will

Secretary:
New website

keeping in line with the new vision of GSA

Treasurer:
Allocations are coming up
Dont forget to remind your departments
Keep in mind the due dates: Jan 29
Voting at the February 12th meeting (assuming quorum)
If someone is wanting to apply for orgs, need to get an SA charter
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apps good for spring and summer into august
forms currently on the blog site

that’s where you get them
put them either in the box in the grad school or send via email to grad-sa

One of the things we’re looking at is to update the allocations forms to keep more in line 
with the new vision of GSA
our apps are a feeder into chapman and bellwether
dean wants us to put emphasis on the fact this is professional training
trying to figure out how applications mission fits more in line with the mission of GSA
We are aware that our applications are antiquated and are trying to get them updated 
before the next semester, but if not for the following year
want everything streamlined
if have any questions or need help filling out apps, please email grad-sa
you can also email me, but 

Questions:
John: is there a place or a way to get a hard copy?
Ali: Not at the moment, but I would love to get that implemented. It would especially help 
with answering questions and as we update our site. We will also 
Pedro: Just as a suggestion, just as get new form done, it would be nice if we could send 
it to the general grad student advisor so that at least its out there. 
Kelsey K: I think even further, if we had a something in addition like a communications 
committee that could pass things along.
Ali: I think that was why we thought up the committees int he first place. we had 
discussed a ammunitions committee, but is that something better served through one 
person versus something a full committee could do. But as you guys think of these 
things, bring the up
Kelsey: Or maybe just a communications person in each committee
Leena: General rules suggest that a president and secretary is part of every committee 
to pass information along, but a communications person is very important and a good 
idea.
Ali: maybe now is the time to say that if you guys have interest in these committees now, 
let us know. email Molly or grad-sa We want you guys on these committees and they will 
affect you, if you’re passionate about it and want to do it, or are going to do it and want a 
say, please contact us. 
Arpan: some of these conferences, the abstracts aren't due until after the travel grants 
are due and voted on.
Ali: we may be able to have them go ahead and submit on the assumption they get 
accepted, but the allocation is pending the actual acceptance. 
Natalie: Is it just the individual travel or the org forms as well that you're thinking of 
updating?
Ali: Both, but especially the org allocation
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Natalie:We could update the form with a line saying that the acceptance hasn't come in 
yet
Ali: Certainly we can think about things
Dyaa: I have two conferences next semester, do I submit two apps?
Ali:  It’s up to you, but there is a max of 400 so it would be up to you whether you do one 
or two for 200

New Business
You need to tell your department to pick a new senator if you're graduating
Dyaa: I won’t be here after March

Pedro’s Proposal for Colloquium Event:
Title: TU Research Connect
Going to be an event inside the colloquium
Objective: to give grad students the opportunity to present their work to potential employers 
(companies and national labs)
4 areas: energy, materials, life sciences, and simulations
Feel free to apply
National labs and companies with R&D divisions will be contacted

intending to contact the career center
Outreach and Planning:

Need a brief executive summary of potential presentations for companies
have to let them know that the student or project involves international students

want the international students to have as many opportunities as possible
it is hard for companies to give presentations when they have confidential information 

but national labs are more forthcoming with what they are doing
Ideally: Talk by a national lab, labs will be judging colloquium presentations in the areas 
mentioned, small one-on-ones (pre-interview)
Right now we divided our ways to execute this event:

collect executive summaries
send out emails to national labs and companies with explanations of the event, 
eeec summaries, and invites to be judges
planning to send these out at the beginning of next semester
start scheduling presentations and logistics as things come back in

Plan
don't know how many days, depends on interest of students (but would go as 
following each day)

talk with labs
short meet and greet (for networking)
presentations (broken down into different areas)
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dinner 
where GSA would be involved
as far as money is involved
since we don't know how many people would be involved, we are 
running on a 30 people at $8 per person. and 5 days of dinners. 
so it would be $1200 total

Goals:
like to have at least two national labs and 5 companies

start with companies from nearby states
at least 30 students involved

Questions or Comments: 
Dyaa: For those 30 students, are they part of the research colloquium or 
separate?
Pedro: The purpose of bringing these people in is so that knowledgable people 
are judging your presentations rather than in the past where its just whoever
Travis: Allocations coming in for other expenses 
Pedro: Not every national lab and such has that period booked, but usually they 
have people able to and expected to travel. But as far as lodging we are looking 
at going to Nadia and the colloquium committee about this
Travis: Companies tend to spend money, and if its free for them to attend, then 
they would be expected to pay for their own lodging
Ali: treating this like an allocations application. They’ll apply and we’ll be voting 
on it and setting so much aside. It may impact how much we give to the 
Research Colloquium as opposed to previous years. 
Leena: If you're submitting your abstract through the normal colloquium, how is 
that going to work if you want to participate in the TU Research Connect event.
Pedro: That’s going to be part of the problem. This is not open to the entire 
student body, just graduate students. Really don't think undergrads will be 
presenting.
Leena: What about if you get a really big number?
Pedro: We can discuss this, but likely restricting numbers if we have to. Might be 
better to start small. Maybe contact departments directly and have them rank 
projects to determine who gets in the event over others. But it really depends on 
the number of presentations 
Leena: Maybe even have the labs pick the ones they want to see.
Arpan: If the presentations are geared toward those about to graduate, maybe 
that could help 
Pedro: IF you're not doing an industry funded project, you can be an intern pre-
PhD. We can try to prioritize, but it will depend on multiple factors, especially the 
numbers. 
Dhyaa: Any idea who the labs are?
Pedro: Talking to professors with connections as well as alumni working at labs to 
see how feasible to send people here. 
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Ali: I think this is exciting, but I would agree that starting small is a good idea and 
really interesting. Hopefully it means that this will also be successful. Maybe add 
a special checkbox that we flag for the labs to look at to add an extra selective 
thing in there. Maybe some sort of special invitation to the students so that even 
if they don't get flagged, they maybe get invited to the cocktail hour thing 
afterward. Makes it more selective 
Molly: How many times have you guys met 
Pedro: Once. 
Molly: And who is on it?
Pedro: Dhyaa, Indreesh, Daniel, Jayanth. Spoken to Nadia about possibly 
opening it up. I would like to expand it to social science and humanities, but i 
would need people to join up. If anyone wants to talk to me, you’re more than 
welcome to.

Bring the proposal back in January with any additions, amendments, etc.

Tabitha: I am on weekend visitation with my kids, how is that going to work? The weekend 
commitment gets very fast.
Molly: We were thinking that you would meet with your committee during the meetings, but we 
can talk more in person.

End
First Dhyaa, ME
Second: Tabi, History

Ended :)


